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Introduction: Crater distributions on proximal 

ejecta blankets of Copernican-age impact craters ana-

lyzed for the purpose of relative age dating are compli-

cated by many factors [1-6]. Previous measurements 

have shown that crater size-frequency distributions 

(CSFDs) can vary as a function of count-area size, 

diameter-range of craters counted, distance from crater 

rim [2], target properties [4-6], topographic effects, 

image resolution, effects of secondary craters [7-10], 

and possibly the effect of late-arriving ejecta [1, 2]. 

Understanding the causes of the discrepancies in 

CSFDs of small craters on ejecta surfaces is important 

to ensure appropriate use of CSFDs for derivation of 

absolute model ages and understanding their limita-

tions [9]. To address the issue of CSFD variation and 

potential biases introduced by count-area selection and 

summation of many smaller count areas [3,9], we have 

done a comprehensive count of craters on the proximal 

ejecta blanket of Aristarchus Crater (42 km diameter) 

supplementing our LRO NAC and WAC image base 

[11] with Kaguya Terrain Camera Data [12] for com-

parison to previous work using a series of equal-area 

radial counts with LRO-NAC images [2]. We subdi-

vided the ejecta blanket into different count areas to 

investigate variations in derived absolute model age 

(AMA) with distance from the crater rim, and we 

compare these results to the ejecta blanket as a whole. 

We present the AMA results of the proximal ejecta 

blanket as a single contiguous unit and also binned 

into radial rings to assess variation in crater density 

with increasing distance from the crater rim. We inter-

pret the results as evidence for the over-production of 

small craters relative to the expected primary crater 

production, and that self-secondary impacts are an 

important part of the cratering process. 

Methods: The proximal ejecta blanket, defined as 

the region between the crater rim and the onset of 

hummocky hills at approximately one crater radius 

[13,14], was mapped in ArcGIS. Over 38,000 craters 

were counted on the ejecta blanket using CraterTools 

[15]. We focused on craters >35 m, but all statistics 

are based on craters >60 m diameter. The count dataset 

was subdivided into 4 radial rings spaced at 5 km in-

tervals from the crater rim (0-5, 5-10, 10-15, and 15-20 

km). CSFD statistics and AMA isochrons were fit us-

ing CraterStats [16], and the production and chronolo-

gy functions of Neukum et al. [17]. CSFDs were fur-

ther subdivided by isochron fitting to different crater 

diameter ranges (60–100, 100–200, 200–300, >300 m) 

for each of the rings to examine AMA variation de-

pendence on crater size. 

 
Figure 1: Count areas at the 42 km diameter Copernican-

aged Aristarchus Crater. Blue line represents the edge of the 

proximal, continuous ejecta blanket. Black lines are radial 

ring count areas spaced at 5 km intervals from the crater rim.  

Results: Results for the proximal ejecta (blue line 

in Fig 1) and radial ring (black lines) count areas are 

summarized in Table 1. The entire proximal ejecta 

count results in an AMA of ~189 Ma. Summing the 

radial ring counts results in a slightly younger apparent 

AMA of ~176 Ma. These ages are similar to previous 

estimates (i.e., 130–180 Ma, [16]; ~174 Ma, [17.]). 

However, the radial rings display a pronounced linear 

trend of increasing apparent-AMA with increasing 

distance from the crater rim, opposite to a radial trend 

shown in small (1 km
2
) equal-area counts done previ-

ously at 4 Copernican-aged craters [2]. Analyzing the 

counts using subdivided crater diameter bins yields the 

following results: in the smallest crater diameter bin 

(60–100 m), the linear increase in age with distance 

from the rim is consistent, with the smallest crater bin 

yielding an age close to the best fit isochron for the 

entire CSFD. Larger crater diameter bins (100–200 m, 

and 200–300 m) show more variation, and the largest 

diameter bin (>300 m) shows the most variation, but 

also has the poorest count statistics. 

Discussion:  Our results indicate that AMAs on 

the ejecta blanket of Aristarchus Crater systematically 

change with distance from the crater rim, and depend 
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on the crater diameter range for which the AMA 

isochrons are fit (Fig 2). The most distal ring has a 

greater small-crater (60-100 m) density than inner 

rings. Each of the radial ring CSFD counts is best fit in 

the 60–200 m size range, and these diameter bins con-

trol the derived best fit AMA for the entire count area. 

Greater numbers of craters in these size bins drive the 

AMA to an apparently older value. The CSFD curves 

for the radial rings and the entire proximal ejecta blan-

ket can typically be fit over a wide-range of crater di-

ameter bins, but large-crater-size bins commonly fall 

below the best fit isochron (e.g. green isochron in Fig 

2b). This could either be due to removal of the large 

(>200 m) craters on the ejecta blanket; or conversely 

the small crater production (<200 m), especially in the 

more distal 15 and 20 km rings, may be inflated. Larg-

er craters (>200 m) are more likely primary impacts, 

as they are randomly distributed around the ejecta 

blanket, and are large enough to be in the gravity-

dominated cratering regime [5,6]. The systematic radi-

al trends in the counts and the lack of young, nearby 

craters to produce clusters and chains indicate that the 

inflated AMA and crater densities in the distal rings 

cannot be caused by external secondary fields.    

The formation of the proximal ejecta blanket of a 

crater has traditionally been interpreted as the em-

placement of an ejecta curtain that homogenously re-

surfaces the area within ~one crater radius [13,14] and 

could thus be used to record the time of the impact. 

We interpret the small-crater densities in the distal 

rings of the proximal ejecta blanket to reflect the effect 

of small, late-arriving impactors forming self-

secondary craters [20] during the Aristarchus crater-

forming event, which produce a greater number of 

small craters in the distal portions of the proximal 

ejecta blanket. It may thus be the case that the small-

crater densities give information about the fundamen-

tal process of ejecta blanket emplacement, while larger 

primary craters on the proximal ejecta blanket are use-

ful for conventional derivation of AMAs. Accordingly, 

our assessment of the age of Aristarchus Crater based 

on craters >200 m would be ~150 Ma. This is in 

agreement with previous estimates, and with strati-

graphic relationships of crater rays between Coperni-

cus and Tycho craters.   
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Figure 2: A) Graph of AMA isochron fit variation using different diameter bins. B) Example CSFD using the sum of all radial 

rings with AMA isochrons fit to different crater diameters. Note the poor fit of the largest craters counted.  

Table 1: Crater counting statistics for the proximal ejecta blanket and radial rings at Aristarchus Crater. 

(km) 
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